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Background

• This high mileage I5 Mercedes diesel was brought in with complaint 
of low power. It had been rebuilt not long before, estimated 25,000 
miles. It was put into a Dodge Sprinter.

• Engine Polygraph was run to help diagnose the issue.

• The scores for the upper and lower engine are not very good.



Mercedes I5



Cylinder Consistency Charts

Cylinder a has much more pressure range than any of the others; Cylinder e has extreme pressure range 
compared to the others.



Waveform Analysis
The EP system did not get the rpm correct because a 
cylinder did not fire. 
This pattern indicates that there is a regular mis-fire 
with fuel: the mis-fire is the Exhaust flat area at c.  And 
it is followed by a large peak when the fuel that was 
not combusted hit the catalytic convertor and flashed.

The crankcase shows a huge pressure surge once per 
engine cycle (two rotations.  This cylinder overshows all 
the other cylinders in the crankcase.

The mis-fire is due likely due to lack of compression in 
the compression stroke; the fuel was injected but no 
ignition. Therefore no exhaust to speak of.

On the Crankcase graph from d to e is the compression 
stroke and from e to a is the power stroke. Both intake 
and exhaust valves are closed so when the piston goes 
up, it blows pressure into the cc; in the power stroke, 
the pressure returns to normal.
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PicoScope image with stroke boundaries of cylinder e:
c = Compression
p = Power
e = Exhaust
i = Intake

Crankcase waveform

Exhaust waveform
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PicoScope image with cylinder boundaries for the 
exhaust stroke:



Conclusion

When they took the engine apart, they found
the problem - a hole burnt through the piston.
Probably as result in detonations from 
premature ignition (compression stroke) 
before the hole burned through.


